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Who we are

- 5T is a private company focused on Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) solutions, with the aim to improve individual and collective mobility and provides services and innovation for mobility.

- Our shareholders are:

- 5T operates the Mobility Management Centre of the City of Torino and the Regional Mobility of Piemonte Region.
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The benefits of ITS in Torino

Home-work travel times: -17%

Public transport commercial speed: +17%

Traffic emissions: -10%
5T has developed and manages systems and services for mobility management at regional level too, on the behalf of Piemonte Regional Government.
The Mobility Management Centre of Piemonte Region
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Traffic monitoring

- The regional Traffic Operations Centre is one of the most advanced in Europe:
  - more than **34,000** km of monitored roads
  - **80 traffic sensors** installed in the regional territory
  - **Floating Car Data (FCD)**
  - **Regional Supervisor** for traffic estimation and provisions, both on-line and off-line
Regional ticketing

- 5T designed and currently coordinates the e-ticketing system of the Piemonte Region («BIP System»), operating the technological infrastructure

- BIP System: **full contactless regional e-ticketing system**, operational in Torino and in the most part of Piemonte, involving 5 public transport areas, road and railway services, and 1.000.000+ users

- 5T operates the **Regional BIP Centre**, in charge for assuring security, regional interoperability, independent public governance, monitoring and control of Public Transport and services for citizens
Muoversi in Piemonte

One-stop-shop infomobility service *Muoversi in Piemonte* with traffic and public transport information delivered through multiple channels:

- Web [www.muoversinpiemonte.it](http://www.muoversinpiemonte.it)
- Journey planner
- Radio bulletins
- Twitter @MIPiemonte
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